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Dear Sir/Madam
We are writing in response to the proposed rezoning of Linden Park from a Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone to the General Neighbourhood Zone.
We are concerned that proposed rezoning, the consequent reduction in minimum housing
block sizes and replacement existing houses with new stock on drastically reduced to block
sizes, will have disastrous effects for our suburb. These effects not only related to
greater/closer concentration of housing, which would see, for example, on two corner
blocks nearby, the number of dwellings potentially increasing from two to up to fourteen.
That level of density expansion would also mean a reduction in green space, an increase in
the number of surface heat islands, higher temperatures, street congestion, increased
pollution, heavy burden on existing community resources as well as the impact on drainage
and sewage systems.
In regards to the latter, even with existing housing stock, it has already been taxed, for the
number of years, by waste system blockages . We have regular incidents of main street
drain blockages, overflows and raw sewage flooding our and neighbouring properties. We
have attached a number of photographs from the incident just a few days ago when the rear
of our property was flooded few centimeters deep by raw sewage, cascading under the
back gate and into the street. Every time SA Water has to unblock the main drain, a
contractor has to clean up and a street sweeper called in to clean the drains. Experiences
like that go beyond just inconvenience but are costly and present potential health hazards
for the community.
We can not stress enough the need for leaving the current zoning unchanged.
Regards
Martin Barrett & Ela Samoraj
Linden Park
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